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REMARK ON WITTEN'S MODULAR FORMS

IF AN-IJEAN-LUC BRYLINSKI

(Communicated by J. M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We give a simple proof of the modular invariance of a power series

which Witten [4] attaches to an even-dimensional closed manifold whose first

Pontryagin class is torsion. The proof uses only the functional equation satisfied

by classical theta functions.

In this note, we give a simple proof of the modular invariance of a modular

form which E. Witten attaches to any even-dimensional compact spin manifold

[4 and 2]. This modular form was also introduced by Schellekens and Warner

[3]. We actually obtain more modular forms, one for any even-dimensional

homology class, the weight depending on the degree of the class (see theorem

below). All these are classical modular forms, with respect to SL(2 , Z). The

first mathematical proof of the modular character of Witten's function is due

to Schellekens and Warner [3], and to Zagier [6].

Let then M be a smooth manifold of even dimension d — 2k. Let A(M)

be the total A genus of M. For E a complex vector bundle on M, and t an

indeterminate, let

St(E) = l+t-E + t2 -S2(E) + ---

be a formal power series in t with coefficients in the ring K(M). Notice

St(E) = (1 — t • E)~ for E a line bundle. Let T be the complexified tangent

bundle of M. The modular form of Witten is [4]:

F(q) = q~d,U U(M) • ch ((g) Sq, A , [M]\ • n(q)d.

Zagier [6] indeed proves this is the ^-expansion of a (meromorphic) modular

form of weight k with respect to SL(2, Z), under the following assumption:

(A)       The First Pontryagin class of M is torsion.

A beautiful physical proof of this, based on Feynman path integration, is

given by Witten [5].
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In this note, we prove more generally (this is also implicit in [6]).

Theorem. Under assumption (A), for any homology class y in H2m(M), the

power series in q :

H(q) = q-d/24 (â(M) ■ ch (§)Sq1t\ ,yYnd

is the q-expansion of a modular form of weight m, with respect to SL(2, Z)

(here n = q~l/24 ■ rT¿,(l - q') is the eta-function).

For the proof, we express the power series in q, with coefficients in H* (M) :

K(q) = q'd/24A(M) • ch [®S¿T   • rf

in terms of Jacobi's theta function 8 . This is a holomorphic function of two

complex variables z and x, where z is arbitrary and t belongs to the upper

half-plane:
oo

6(z,x)-c-q'  -(2sinnz)[[(l -q e     )(l-q-e       ),

i=i
oo

where q - e *" ,    c = J^[(l - q ).

The only fact we will need is the well-known transformation formula (see e.g.

[1, p. 75}):

^.9(2.r) = ,,e-^.9(£.-i).

Now introduce formal cohomology classes ßx,ß2, ... ,ßk, such that the Chern

classes of T are the elementary symmetric functions of 2nißx ,

- 2nißx , 2niß2, - 2niß2

We obtain for K(q) the following expression:

K(q) = f«* - r,(x)d -   k      ^■ßk-(2ni)k-

2  • sinh(nißx) ■ ■ ■ sinh(nißk)

I j=\

In terms of ö-functions, this becomes:

it

K(q) = nk-r,(x)3dl2(ßx-.ßk).\\e(ßj,x)-i.

>=i

The assumption (A) means that ]T. B2 = 0 in H*(M).  This implies the

simple functional equation:

7=1        \ / 7=1
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For a = (ax,a2,...,ak) a multi-index, let Q (x) be the coefficient of /?- =

ßx' ■■■ ßakk in the Taylor expansion of ßx--ßk- U%i 0(ßj - *)"* • From the

functional equation, we get:

%(4)-^*i".<y*
Recall that n(x) satisfies: n(-l/x) = (x/i) • n(x). Since the homogeneous

component Km(q) of degree 2m of K(q) is the product of n ■ n(x)3 /2 with

£|Sl=mßa(T)0a, h satisfies:

Km(r).
^)-

Hence, Km is indeed a modular form of weight m .   Q.E.D.

Remark. ( 1 ) It is clear from the proof of the Theorem that if the first Pontrya-

gin class of M is non-torsion, the function F(q) of Witten does not stand

much chance of being modular, unless some miraculous cancelling of Pontrya-

gin numbers takes place. There does not seem to be any point in making this

more precise here (see [3, and 6]).

(2) From the point of view of the algebraic geometer, 6 is a section of a

holomorphic line bundle on the "universal" family of elliptic curves. One might

therefore hope for an approach to Witten's modular forms based on algebraic

geometry, although I have no idea how to do it.

(3) The original elliptic genus of Ochanine, in the form of X [2], as well as

the other modular forms of Witten, may be treated using the four ^-functions

of Jacobi.
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